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COMING SOON IN SPRING 2017
Brought to you by: School of Engineering and Computer Science & McGeorge School of Law
Generously sponsored by renowned water expert George Tchobanoglous ’58, 
the Water Lecture Series seeks to engage the community around water issues from 
an interdisciplinary perspective.
This edition of The Rock is arriving to you at a revolutionary time in the School of Engineering and Computer Science. For 
the first time in Pacific’s history, our 3-campus model will include an academic unit represented on all three campuses 
and SOECS is proud to be part of this monumental moment! Our Stockton Campus will continue to support core 
undergraduate and graduate programs but San Francisco and Sacramento are now both offering the Masters of 
Analytics degree. This is a very exciting time for all of us and we could not have done it without the support of our industry 
partners, alumni, friends, and faculty.  
I am also happy to let you know that since our last edition, we have held the inaugural George and Rosemary 
Tchobanoglous Water Lecture in Sacramento where we brought together government, academia, and law to discuss oil 
field wastewater for irrigation of food crops. Our second installment focused on groundwater banking and how law, 
science, and policy explore this concept. Thanks to the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Tchobanoglous, Pacific is leading the 
way in providing thoughtful, informed, and timely discussions about water issues facing the Central Valley and state.  
Other notable changes at SOECS include the growth of our fledgling Technological Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Program; the addition of new faculty in Analytics, Computer Science, and Mechanical Engineering; a proposal to 
expand our majors to include a graduate degree in Cyber Security; and the development of learning and CO-OP 
opportunities with Esslingen University of Applied Sciences and Aalen University of Applied Science in Germany. 
It has been a busy year at Pacific and we are excited about what the future holds; I am grateful that you are taking this 
journey with us. For all of your support of our students, thank you.
With best regards,
Steven Howell, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
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Students from every major 
describe their SOECS experience 
NEW FACULTY
Welcome to the talented new 
members of the SOECS family
BUILDING A DIGITAL CLASSROOM
Dr. Luke Lee’s YouTube channel and 
its integration into the classroom
IN SYNC
Student spotlight on Malvika Sriram 
and her love for music and science
SOECS IN PHOTOS
Let’s look back at some highlights 
and memories from the past year
ANALYTICS IN POLITICS
The importance of data in politics and 
how it affected Obama’s campaigns
TECH INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
An introduction to this new program and 
how it will expand in the future
HELPING HANDS
Dr. Basha and students fly to Nicaragua 
to help the local communities
CYBER SCENE INVESTIGATION
Thrilling insight into the world of cyber 
security and combatting threats
ANNUAL REPORT
SOECS is committed to you. Here’s 
a look at our progress this past year
THANK YOU DONORS
A big thank you to all those who 







Dean Howell  gives an update 
on the state of SOECS
INSIDE LOOK
SOECS explores research 
opportunities with new MRI machine
31 33
DR. JAMES (JIM) HETRICK
Assistant Director
Analytics Program
Assistant Director Hetrick joins the Analytics Program from University of the Pacific’s 
Physics Department, where he has most recently served as Professor and Department 
Chair. Dr. Hetrick has more than 20 years of experience in academia with a  research 
focus on Lattice Gauge Theory, Computational Physics, Topological Aspects of Gauge 
Theories, Astrophysics, and Data Science. He has also received multiple NSF grants and 





The School of Engineering and Computer Science is delighted that Dr. Zarei has 
rejoined the unit and will be contributing to the growth and expansion of our Analytics 
Program. As a former member of our Electrical and Computer Engineering Depart-
ment, she was instrumental in guiding our students in topics such as random signals, 
computational intelligence, communication systems, and systems analysis. She has 
been instrumental in the foundational courses for the Analytics Program and specializ-




A graduate of UC Berkeley, Dr. Maich joins Pacific with a strong background in materi-
als science. She completed her doctoral thesis on the topic “Fretting Wear Mecha-
nisms in A216 Plain Carbon Steel.” While completing her degree, she focused her 
varied research interests in areas related to iron oxide nanoparticles, developed 
synthesis routes for use in microfluidic reactors, fretting wear surfaces, and wear of steel 
via profilometry techniques. 
NEW
FACULTY
We are proud to have welcomed these excellent 
individuals to the Pacific SOECS community. 
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DR. CAMILLA SAVIZ  |  CIVIL  ENGINEERING  |  DEPARTMENT CHAIR
The strength of our program is demonstrated by the successes of our students, alumni, and faculty. This past year, many 
students received scholarships, the Tigers roared at the ASCE MidPacific Student Conference, alumni pursued licensure 
and advanced degrees, and Drs. Luke Lee, Mary Kay Camarillo, and Scott Merry received awards recognizing their 
teaching and research. 
DR. MIKE DOHERTY  |  COMPUTER  SCIENCE  |  DEPARTMENT CHAIR
The Computer Science program has reached a stable enrollment plateau with approximately 160 undergraduate 
students and 20 graduate students. The program is producing strong, competent computer scientists, who are 
well-prepared to fill positions in the expanding workforce of computing professionals.
DR. JEFF BURMEISTER  |  BIOENGINEERING  |  PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The recent addition of new faculty has yielded new bioengineering courses, improved advisee-to-adviser ratio, which 
positions the program well to maintain ABET accreditation. Dr. Burmeister stepped down as the Founding Director of 
Bioengineering after over 14 years of service at the end of the fall 2016 semester. Please welcome and congratulate Dr. 
Shelly Gulati as the new Director. 
DR. KEN HUGHES  |  COMPUTER  ENGINEERING   |  DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Both Dr. Elizabeth Basha and Dr. Jeff Shafer were given tenure and promoted to associate professor, effective fall 2016. 
Assistant Professor Dr. Vivek Pallipuram also joined the department, once again bringing the computer engineering 
faculty total to four.
And just like that, another school year has come and The Rock is back. It seems like not too 
long ago that we celebrated the graduating Class of 2016 in May and now the Class of 2020 
is already on campus and well acclimated. It is certainly an exciting time here at SOECS and 
we are happy to share the new changes and updates to our programs and departments.
MR. RICK HUTLEY  |  ANALYTICS  |  PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The inaugural cohort of the Analytics Program finished the program in December 2016. However, before that, our 
second cohort has now started on the San Francisco Campus.  In addition to being in San Francisco, we are very happy 
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DR. KEN HUGHES  |  ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  |  DEPARTMENT CHAIR
The department offered Solid State Devices (ECPE 133) for the first time in spring ’16, taught by new electrical engineer-
ing Assistant Professor Dr. David Mueller. Eighteen students graduated with their bachelor's degree during the May 
commencement exercise, including co-valedictorian Zahi Hakim.
DR. RAHIM KHOIE  |  ENGINEERING PHYSICS  |  PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The Engineering Physics Program will be offering  a number of new or cross-listed courses with EPHY prefix including: EPHY 
133 – Solid State Devices, EPHY 195 - Senior Project I, EPHY 196 – Senior Project II, EPHY 144 – Applied Electromagnetics, 
and EPHY 134 – Quantum and Nano Devices. 
DR. ABEL FERNANDEZ  |  ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT  |  PROGRAM DIRECTOR
After an Engineering Management concentration within the MSES program, a new graduate course, and two new 
undergraduate courses were added, the addition of Dr. Mehdi Khazaeli to our faculty is making wonderful program 
enhancements possible. Dr. Khazaeli (and his spouse, Dr. Leili Javadpour) also made another wonderful addition to the 
SOECS family: a baby girl! 
DR. CHI-WOOK LEE  |  MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  |  DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Professor Ash Brown retired in May. We added lecturer, Dr. Alyssa Maich, who finished her PhD at University of California, 
Berkeley. Professor Scott Larwood was interim department chair for fall ‘16 while Lee was on faculty development leave 
to develop more CO-OP opportunities in Korea.
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DISTINGUISHED 
ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR 
Mr. Drew Henry was recognized as the 2016 School of Engineering and Computer Science 
Distinguished Alumnus. Henry, who currently serves as Vice President at APL Software, has 
held positions as SanDisk and NVIDIA. A leader in his field, he has overseen key aspects of 
product development and marketing that has included pivotal technologies such as the 
first intelligent flash storage architecture. Henry is a committed Pacifican and was integral 
to the expansion of our Cooperative Education program into the Silicon Valley more than a 
decade ago. 
ALUMNI   RECOGNITION
DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE AWARD 
School of Engineering and Computer Science was honored to recognize former Regent 
and SOECS Dean’s Advisory Council member, Mr. Walt Baun, with the Distinguished Service 
Award. Baun, who passed away in 2016, gave selflessly of his time and energies to better 
the University and School. The award symbolizes the dedication and spirit of service that is 
vital to Pacific and the School of Engineering and Computer Science. Baun’s wife, Betty, 






Do you know someone who 
would be a great candidate for 
the 2017 Alumnus of the Year or 
the Distinguished Service 
Award?  
Please send your nominations 
to: Tom Sasser at 
soecsevents@pacific.edu by 
March 15, 2017.









“What I enjoy most about 
engineering physics is the 
knowledge that you obtain 
really prepares you to see the 
world through physical eyes, 
understand how it works, and 
be able to use that knowledge 
to change the world.”
LIANE YOUNG ’17
Electrical Engineering
“What electrical engineers get 
to do is so cool to me. It’s 
amazing to see how many 
things they are involved in in 
how the world works.”
MOLLY BETTENCOURT ’16
Mechanical Engineering
“The thing I enjoy most about 
mechanical engineering is the 
ability to learn how things work. 
If they break, then I want to 
figure out why they failed and 




“Civil engineers are the unsung 
heroes of society and to me, 
that was just very appealing to 
be able to help people but not 
necessarily for the glory.”
SAMMER MITRI ’16
Engineering Management
My favorite memory at Pacific 
so far was Senior Project. 
Although at the time it was very 
difficult and a lot of work, it was 
definitely worth it at the end 




“My favorite part of being in 
this school is having my 
professors challenge me when 
they know I can do better.”
ASHLEY ABRAHAM ’18
Bioengineering
“I really think that bioengineer-
ing gives the opportunity to 
design solutions for a lot of the 
massive health problems that 
are present in our world today.”
JACK SHIH ’16
Computer Science
“What I enjoy most about 
computer science is after 
working hours and hours on a 
project and you figure it out. It’s 
like the best feeling in the 
world.”
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A spotlight on SOECS student, Malvika Sriram ’19, as she
 connects her passion for music to her love for science.
Written by: Eilleen Le
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She is talented beyond her years. 
Only a sophomore in college and she 
has already been featured in a film, 
performed nationally and interna-
tionally, and worked with Oscar and 
Grammy-nominated artists. Her voice 
is melodic, soulful, and draws you in with the 
mature tone. She is majoring in Computer Science 
and hopes to add minors in Music and Business to 
her resume. This young woman is driven and dedi-
cated. With her amazing talent and creative vision, 
Pacific SOECS student, Malvika Sriram ’19, is 
unstoppable.
Sriram started taking music lessons for classical 
Indian music at the young age of four. However, 
she did not enjoy it at that time and quit after only 
two years. It was not until later that she picked up 
music again and it began to grow on her. As time 
went on, she discovered she had exceptional 
pitch and enjoyed composing her own music. This 
was when she finally appreciated music as an art 
form. “It just had to grow on me, which took some 
time for that to happen and when it did, it was 
really magical.” Since that time, Sriram has been 
working with music through programming, com-
posing, and performing. 
During her years of exploring music, Sriram found 
various genres she prefers. She sings Carnatic, a 
form of Indian classical music, and does two-hour 
performances about nine times per year, both 
nationally and internationally. She has branched 
out to Western and film music as well. In fact, one 
of her most recent accomplishments was having 
her music featured in the film Gentleman (2016), 
an Indian Telugu romantic thriller. The musical 
director had initially reached out to Sriram to 
record her song during finals week, which she had 
to decline in deference to her education. 
Ultimately the musical director and Sriram came to 
an agreement and he gave her twenty-four hours 
to work on the song and bring about all the 
elements that were necessary to make it happen. 
She ended up sending him roughly three hundred 
tracks filled with instrumentals and vocals. After not 
hearing back from him for several months, he 
reached out and let her know that the song was 
done, and she needed to hear it. While she was 
not the primary artist on the song, Chali Gaali 
Chuuduu, she was shocked when she heard all of 
her instruments and her voice in it too.
Essentially composing the background score of a 
song, singing on it, and having it featured in a film 
is an impressive achievement. When asked how 
this opportunity made her feel, she stated “I was 
humbled and it was a fantastic experience.” 
Although her name was unfortunately spelled 
incorrectly in the movie credits, she was still happy 
about the outcome and how the music director 
mentioned her in numerous interviews. Since then, 
she has been contacted by other music directors 
in the Telugu industry. 
While music is her passion, Computer Science is 
Sriram’s major and another primary interest of hers. 
A key inspiration in her decision to select a CS 
major was her parents who have been involved in 
the software and hardware industry for years and 
always made science fun. Sriram found it easy to 
identify with the subject and connect it with her 
other interests. She became intrigued by how 
software works and how it can be applied to our 
daily lives.
It was the combination of music and computer 
science that brought Sriram to her professional 
goals. She hopes to one day create software that 
can detect any note or pitch by using algorithms 
to calculate intervals between a scale and notate 
any song within any interval. The inspiration behind 
this responds to a need for Indian musicians 
because Indian music lacks a set way of writing 
notation, whereas Western music uses music 
theory to read and learn music. By creating and 
developing her software, Sriram hopes that she will 
make way for a new form of music notation by 
marrying the physics of music and computer 
science. This program would make it easier for 
composers to stay organized and for anyone who 
wants to learn music. She hopes that by one day 
commercializing the product, she will be able to 
turn her passion into a profession.
When looking back, Sriram notes that her proudest 
moments were becoming acquainted with her 
music teachers. Her mom is the president of SIFA 
(South Indian Fine Arts) and would often meet 
famous Indian artists, some of whom took a 
personal interest in Sriram’s talent. She has the 
pleasure of learning under Oscar-nominated 
Carnatic music vocalist and music composer, 
Bombay Jayashri, who helps her with music com-
position and taught her how to deliver a song in a 
performance. She has also studied under Gram-
my-nominated and world-renowned flutist, 
Shashank Subramanyam, who works with her on 
laya (rhythm). Jayashri and Subramanyam have 
served as inspirational mentors and continue to 
foster her passion for music. 
 
Sriram wants to make an impact in the world 
through her passion for music and interest in com-
puter science. Her accomplishments and vision for 
music makes her stand out as a unique individual. 
She manages to balance school, work, her studies, 
and her music career all while working towards her 
goal of creating music software and being more 
involved in the film industry. This young woman is 
on the path to following her dreams and has a 
bright future ahead of her.
s
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t e c H N O L O G I C A L  i n n o v a t i o n  A N D  E N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P  
u n i v e r s i t y  o f  t h e  p a c i f i c
S c h o o l  o f  e n g i n e e r i n g  a n d  c o m p u t e r  s c i e n c e
Pacific’s Technological Innovation and Entrepreneurship program brings creative leaders from 
engineering, computer science, and business to apply their skills to research, develop, and collaborate on 
projects. Students have the opportunity to use the new state of the art Technological Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship Space (TIES). As the program continues to grow, it plans to bring in students from the 
sciences, liberal arts, and graphic design as well.
C u r i o s i t y  
i s  t h e  
s pa r k  
b e h i n d  
e v e ry  
p r o d u c t
T H E  L O U I S E  S T A R K  
E N D O W E D  S C H O L A R S H I P  
F O R  W O M E N  E N G I N E E R S
Professor Louise Stark has dedicated over twenty years to University of the Pacific’s School of Engineering and Computer 
Science. During her tenure at Pacific she has become a beacon of hope and strength to our students in her many roles as 
faculty member, department chair, Society for Women Engineers advisor, and Associate Dean. Her passion for education 
inspired countless students and her fellow faculty members, which serves as a constant reminder of the importance of remark-
able educators in academia. 
In honor of her dedication, Pacific staff and faculty have launched a campaign to raise funds for an endowed scholarship to 
continue her legacy and impact on students in perpetuity. With your support, the Louise Stark Endowed Scholarship for 
Women Engineers will ensure that generations of female students will be able to receive the highest quality education that is 
a trademark of Pacific. 
We invite you to join us as a donor and help raise $50,000* to provide our female students with an opportunity to achieve their 
dreams of becoming an engineer or computer scientist and honor Dr. Louise Stark for her service and her mission to make 
these dreams a reality. 
If you would like additional information, please contact: 
Tom Sasser | Assistant Dean for Advancement | 209.946.2643 | tsasser@pacific.edu
*This gift is potentially eligible to be matched by the Powell Fund, 








SOECS hosted its first ever 
Career Info Day in 
October with a career 
exposition and 
informational sessions. 27 
employers and 140+ 
students were in 
attendance, making it a 
successful event.
Engineering Management 
major, Alex Obert ’16, 
represented the United 
States on its water polo 
team at the 2016 Summer 
Olympics in Rio de 
Janeiro.
Students working hard on 
their Pacific-themed 
project at the annual 
ASCE MidPacific Student 
Conference held at 
University of Nevada, 
Reno.
SOECS students attend 
the invitation-only MESA 
Student Leadership 
Conference themed “The 
New Face of STEM” in 
Silicon Valley.
Here are highlights and memories from the past year. 
2016 was certainly a historic year of innovation and 
new opportunities for our students.
9 University of the Pacific 
once again hosted the 
annual San Joaquin 
Expanding Your Horizons 
(SJEYH), a conference 
encouraging and inspiring 
young girls in careers in 
science and math.
10 Pacific's Team Tech, a 
nationally-ranked 
prototype design team, 
traveled to Philadelphia to 
present their Solar 
Dehydrator design that will 
be distributed to 
Nicaraguan women in 
need. 
1 Students accept the 
Obligation of the Engineer 
and receive Induction into 
the Computing Profession 
at the annual Engineering 
and Computer Science 
Pledge of Professionalism 
Ceremony.
2 In April, we welcomed the 
inaugural George and 
Rosemary Tchobanoglous 
Water Lecture Series at the 
McGeorge School of Law. 
In November, a second 
installment was held at the 
Stockton Campus on the 
topic of Groundwater 
Banking in California.
3 Congratulations to our 
Class of 2016, the largest 
graduating class in the 
school’s history! We are 
so proud of you and all of 
your accomplishments.
Theta Tau Fraternity hosted 
the first-ever Cardboard 
Boat Redemption Regatta, 
a philanthropy event 
benefiting Habitat for 
Humanity. Theta Chi 
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Rick Hutley 
(Program Director) 
gives a lecture to 
the inaugural class 
of the MS in 
Analytics Program 
at Pacific’s San 
Francisco Campus. 
Recently, University of the Pacific received an 
extraordinary gift from the estate of the late 
Regents, Robert C. and Jeannette Powell.  This 
generous gift was used to create the Powell Fund 
Match program.  Under this program, qualifying 
endowment gifts are matched dollar for dollar.  
The SOECS community is working to raise $50,000 
to qualify for a Powell Fund match, thereby 
increasing the Civil Engineering & Engineering 
Management (CE/EM) Scholarship Fund principal 
to $100,000. We invite you to join us in this import-
ant endeavor.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:




Please click Civil Engineering &
Engineering Management Scholarship
when prompted
CIVI L ENGI N EERI NG AN D
ENGI N EERI NG  MANAGEM ENT 
SCHOLARSH I P
U N IVERSITY OF TH E PACI FIC
SC OO L OF ENGI N EERI NG AN D COM PUTER SCI ENCE
With the help of many leaders in both the Civil 
Engineering Department and the Engineering 
Management program, the School of Engineering 
and Computer Science (SOECS) is proud to 
announce the campaign for the Civil Engineering 
and Engineering Management (CE/EM) Scholar-
ship.
This scholarship will directly help students address 
unmet financial need while they pursue their 
degree. Such funding is critical as tuition and 
other costs of attendance continue to increase 
while federal and state funding stay relatively 
stagnant during the course of a student’s educa-
tion. With this scholarship, Pacific alumni, faculty, 
staff, and friends can support deserving students 
to complete their degree.
“This scholarship has been a great help financially 
and in continuing my education towards civil 
engineering. I’m very thankful for all that have 
contributed to this scholarship.” 
- Joseph McElhany ’17, scholarship recipient
analytics 
in politics
Election season is now over in America but that also means one 
thing – data and lots of it. Though often derided by journalists and 
political pundits as being secondary to campaign experience and 
good old-fashioned intuition, President Obama’s successful cam-
paigns of 2008 and 2012 marked the emergence, and solidified the 
position of data in the modern political campaign.
To say that analytics are used to predict an election outcome, 
while true, is to shortchange the true importance of the role data 
plays in today’s election process. In reality, data is fed through 
analytic models to drive the day-to-day tactical campaign deci-
sions necessary to best position a candidate for victory come 
Election Day. Data and analytics are used to, among other things, 
tell the campaigns which ad buys to pursue, which subject lines 
are most effective, and even which celebrity should hold a fund-
raiser.  
The 2008 Obama campaign is widely cited as effectively ushering 
in the first true use of analytics in political elections. While this is true, 
by 2012, the Obama campaign had assembled an even larger 
multidisciplinary team with the task of utilizing the full-scale use of 
data to drive every aspect of campaign management. In addition 
to data that consisted of poll aggregation and state economic 
and political data (to take into account voter sentiment), the cam-
paign took data from pollsters, fundraisers, social media, and field 
workers, and for the first time, consolidated it into a single system.
By taking this data and feeding it into their specially created 
engines, AirWolf and Media Optimizer, the Obama campaign was 
able to ‘connect the digital dots’ and easily share information 
across the various campaign headquarters without duplication. 
They also aligned all functions of the campaign team to make 
smart tactical decisions, such as which ad buys would most effec-
tively appeal to likely Obama voters.
What made the Obama campaigns’ usage of data so effective in 
both 2008 and 2012 was not just that they had a lot of data (which 
they did), that they had a smart analytics team (which was true), 
or even that they had a unified data environment. What really 
made the difference was the total buy-in from the campaign man-
agement team to use data to drive all campaign decisions. It was 
a bold move that flew in the face of conventional wisdom – and it 
paid off!
So, what did the Obama elections of 2008 and 2012 tell us about 
the 2016 presidential election?  We know that data is essential but 
just having more data does not guarantee victory.  Instead, the 
secret to success is knowing how to use that data effectively and 
that requires a crack team of data scientists on hand to analyze 
the data and tease out the crucial insights that enable effective 
decisions. That is true not only for presidential elections, but for 
every business, every project, and every campaign.
written by: dina dell’aringa
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University of the Pacific’s School of Engineering and 
Computer Science (SOECS) and the Eberhardt 
School of Business (ESB) have joined forces to foster 
multi-disciplinary collaboration on creative projects. 
Central to the initiative is a new state of the art 
Technological Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Space (TIES), which provides students and faculty 
with a common venue to brainstorm, prototype, and 
test the commercial potential of their ideas. Funded 
last spring with a grant from Pacific’s SEED program, 
a successful pilot involving students in SOECS, ESB, 
and Graphic Arts in 2016-2017 will lead to broader 
use across campus beginning in fall 2017.    
Why is the joint initiative so important to our students?  
Existing and new businesses are increasingly based 
on new products, processes, and services derived 
from the realms of engineering and science. These 
organizations are unique in time frame, levels of 
uncertainty and risk, management, and often in the 
investment of time and resources required for 
success. Our students must integrate the results of 
scientific and engineering research with business 
principles to generate a robust design that meets the 
needs of the customer. The design must then be 
effectively communicated in both written and verbal 
form. What better way to prepare our students for 
the modern multi-disciplinary workplace than to 
have them team up in courses and on projects?   
TIES AND ACADEMIC COURSEWORK
TIES, which is located on south campus, has already 
served over 100 Pacific students. Many of these 
students use the equipment to craft prototypes in 
their SOECS senior design courses. Students from two 
new courses that focus on innovation and 
entrepreneurship are also using the space.  
Dr. Mehdi Khazaeli’s Design and Innovation course 
includes a one-unit laboratory in which students learn 
to communicate the design concept through sketch, 
3D model, prototype, animation, and presentation in 
weekly project deliverables at TIES. This course 
introduces students to the nature and importance of 
technological innovation with particular reference to 
new product and service development. 
In fall 2015, Dr. Cynthia Wagner Weick began offering 
a new course that focuses on science and 
technology-based entrepreneurship. In this course, 
students from ESB and SOECS develop a business 
plan around a SOECS senior project. One team 
demonstrated their low cost audiometer at a 
regional conference in Sacramento and eventually 
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Wr itten by:   D r.  Cynth ia  Wag n er  Wei ck
submitted their plan to the national Venturewell 
competition in spring 2016. While they did not win the 
competition, their experience will help future Pacific 
teams succeed. 
RAPID PROTOTYPING AND THE FUTURE OF 
INNOVATION
The SEED grant outfitted the TIES with a wide range of 
capabilities in state of the art rapid prototyping.  
Included are 3D printers and scanners, and laser and 
vinyl cutters. TIES also houses more traditional 
equipment, such as a CNC router and micromill, 
electronics, power tools, and hand tools. Rapid 
prototyping is becoming ubiquitous. By giving ideas 
physical form in a relatively quick, easy, and 
cost-effective manner, rapid prototyping has 
become a central step in the process of innovation: 
the creation, testing, and implementation of new 
ideas. In the past decade, the cost of this equipment 
has been reduced substantially, making it more 
accessible.  The uses of 3D printers now range widely 
and include research-related to printing food and 
even human organs, in addition to mechanical and 
electronic parts and devices.  The art community has 
embraced rapid prototyping as a manner of 
rendering sculptures and architectural formations.   
Pacific faculty members have recognized the 
importance of rapid prototyping. Prototyping 
equipment is currently scattered across Pacific in a 
few laboratories and is typically utilized by students 
and faculty in particular courses or disciplines. For 
example, SOECS has the Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing Systems (CIMS) laboratory in the 
Chambers Technology Center, which is used in 
courses related to manufacturing. TIES, however, is 
expressly targeted towards students and faculty 
across majors at Pacific. More students collaborating 
across disciplines will be able to “make” and learn in 
the space. TIES is about much more than 
prototyping: it encompasses the entire process of 
innovation and entrepreneurship, which includes a 
broad array of activities related to bringing new 
products to market.
The pilot program is underway and will guide a 
smooth expansion of access to students in other 
disciplines at Pacific. Good management is requite 
to ensuring it is used effectively. Students have 
already profited from the expertise of TIES technician 
Jeremy Hanlon who has extensive experience in 
development of laboratories and TIES equipment 
utilization. He is developing training sessions related 
to using the equipment and will deliver these to all 
students or faculty who wish to use the equipment.  
He has developed an electronic application form for 
potential users, as well as lab protocols and safety 
procedures consistent with those at other innovation 
labs and maker spaces.  Hanlon is also measuring 
equipment usage and soliciting feedback from users 
that will help improve the service offered by TIES.  
 
CROSSING BOUNDARIES
TIES and the academic course work surrounding it 
are well aligned with Pacific’s theme of crossing 
academic boundaries. Because the initiative focuses 
on technologically-based products and services, it 
will encompass innovation related to the rapidly 
evolving healthcare environment.  As Pacific’s 
emphasis grows in the areas of water and 
environmental stewardship, TIES can be of value 
related to innovation in these areas.  As access to 
TIES expands beyond SOECS and ESB, students in 
other majors will benefit, including those in the 
sciences and liberal arts. By ensuring access to state 
of the art equipment they will likely encounter when 
pursuing advanced degrees and careers, TIES also 
supports the academic plan’s goal of  preparing 
Pacific graduates for success in a complex, dynamic 
world. TIES started as a partnership between SOECS 
and ESB. In the long run, it will harness the ingenuity 
and resourcefulness of Pacific students across the 
University.    
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BUILDING A
DIGITAL CLASSROOM
“Structure Free!” students shout as Dr. Luke Lee walks into 
the classroom. Structure Free is Lee’s online alias, other-
wise known as the name of his YouTube channel that 
focuses on civil engineering-related tutorials for students. 
Initially inspired by the Khan Academy videos,  Lee’s 
evolution to YouTube superstardom started one day in 
class while he was trying to schedule a review session 
before an exam, but the class could not find a time to 
meet collectively. Lee then decided that he would make 
a video of the review problems and post it on YouTube. 
With no promotion other than word of mouth, the popu-
larity of the videos grew as he received views, likes, com-
ments, and subscribers from all over the world, from 
Canada to Australia. 
Lee’s love for engineering began at an early age wheth-
er he realized it or not. Growing up, he loved playing with 
Legos and K’Nex toys. He had always enjoyed math and 
science and admired structures and marveled at how 
tall they were. The moment that really stands out as 
future-defining was a bridge building competition in the 
seventh grade in which groups of students had to build a 
bridge out of toothpicks and his group won. That 
moment solidified his passion for engineering. He later 
attended college at UCLA as an undeclared major. It 
was through a year-long learning process during his 
freshman year that he realized civil engineering was his 
calling. He later applied to be in the engineering school 
and was admitted.
So how did he end up at Pacific? Lee was teaching at 
Louisiana Tech University where they were hosting an 
ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) conference. 
It was there that he met Dr. Camilla Saviz, one of the 
event evaluators. He asked where she worked and she 
mentioned University of the Pacific in Stockton, Califor-
nia, and how much she enjoys working there. Lee was 
astonished because it was the first time he had heard 
someone say they truly loved where they were working 
and were passionate about it. He did his research on 
Pacific and the following year, he saw an ad for a job 
opening, applied, and got the job! Since then, he has 
become a valued member of the Pacific faculty and 
continues to enjoy working with students and colleagues 
every day. His favorite part about teaching at Pacific is 
working with students who are trying to fulfill their true 
potential and being a part of that journey.
That drive to support his students is what got him started 
with his YouTube channel. He wanted to create “a place 
you can go without any sort of order and you can learn” 
and that is exactly where the name, Structure Free, 
came from. The topics covered by his videos are based 
on his students’ needs. He incorporates videos into the 
classroom as well. He started a “Mechanics of Materials” 
playlist in which his students could watch the concept 
videos and answer a few short answer questions before 
coming to class. This way, class time focuses on review-
ing and problem solving in groups, which makes lessons 
more active, student-centered, and includes concept 
applications. Students enjoy Lee’s system more than 
traditional methods because it makes class more fun, 
modern, and focused on solving problems, which is the 
most important element for a successful engineer. Even 
though he never reveals himself in the videos, the chan-
nel is a good representation of Lee’s personality. From 
the chipper voice to the 90’s music references, he 
makes learning fun.
A huge part of Lee’s viral success comes from the reac-
tions of the YouTube community. People from all over the 
world ask questions and share their successes. At more 
than 63,000 subscribers and a whopping 9,250,000+ 
views, Lee is a viral sensation not only at Pacific’s School 
of Engineering and Computer Science but on YouTube 
too. He also posts some of those videos on a Facebook 
page he set up called Structure Free Learning. When 
asked if he has a name for his fans, Lee said “No I don’t 
but maybe I should!”
Having made YouTube videos since 2011, Lee’s channel 
has grown exponentially in popularity. So what’s next for 
Structure Free? Lee is currently working with fellow Pacif-
ic professor and colleague, Dr. Hector Estrada, to do a 
series on Earthquake Engineering that will be tailored for 
people studying for the PE (Principles and Practice of 
Engineering) exam. Lee and Estrada hope that they can 
bring the same kind of enthusiasm and energy to earth-
quake engineering and perhaps spinoff into even more 
civil engineering concepts. 
Dr. Lee’s Structure Free channel can be found at 
www.youtube.com/user/structurefree. 
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“Structure Free!” students shout as Dr. Luke Lee walks into 
the classroom. Structure Free is Lee’s online alias, other-
wise known as the name of his YouTube channel that 
focuses on civil engineering-related tutorials for students. 
Initially inspired by the Khan Academy videos,  Lee’s 
evolution to YouTube superstardom started one day in 
class while he was trying to schedule a review session 
before an exam, but the class could not find a time to 
meet collectively. Lee then decided that he would make 
a video of the review problems and post it on YouTube. 
With no promotion other than word of mouth, the popu-
larity of the videos grew as he received views, likes, com-
ments, and subscribers from all over the world, from 
Canada to Australia. 
Lee’s love for engineering began at an early age wheth-
er he realized it or not. Growing up, he loved playing with 
Legos and K’Nex toys. He had always enjoyed math and 
science and admired structures and marveled at how 
tall they were. The moment that really stands out as 
future-defining was a bridge building competition in the 
seventh grade in which groups of students had to build a 
bridge out of toothpicks and his group won. That 
moment solidified his passion for engineering. He later 
attended college at UCLA as an undeclared major. It 
was through a year-long learning process during his 
freshman year that he realized civil engineering was his 
calling. He later applied to be in the engineering school 
and was admitted.
So how did he end up at Pacific? Lee was teaching at 
Louisiana Tech University where they were hosting an 
ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) conference. 
It was there that he met Dr. Camilla Saviz, one of the 
event evaluators. He asked where she worked and she 
mentioned University of the Pacific in Stockton, Califor-
nia, and how much she enjoys working there. Lee was 
astonished because it was the first time he had heard 
someone say they truly loved where they were working 
and were passionate about it. He did his research on 
Pacific and the following year, he saw an ad for a job 
opening, applied, and got the job! Since then, he has 
become a valued member of the Pacific faculty and 
continues to enjoy working with students and colleagues 
every day. His favorite part about teaching at Pacific is 
working with students who are trying to fulfill their true 
potential and being a part of that journey.
That drive to support his students is what got him started 
with his YouTube channel. He wanted to create “a place 
you can go without any sort of order and you can learn” 
and that is exactly where the name, Structure Free, 
came from. The topics covered by his videos are based 
on his students’ needs. He incorporates videos into the 
classroom as well. He started a “Mechanics of Materials” 
playlist in which his students could watch the concept 
videos and answer a few short answer questions before 
coming to class. This way, class time focuses on review-
ing and problem solving in groups, which makes lessons 
more active, student-centered, and includes concept 
applications. Students enjoy Lee’s system more than 
traditional methods because it makes class more fun, 
modern, and focused on solving problems, which is the 
most important element for a successful engineer. Even 
though he never reveals himself in the videos, the chan-
nel is a good representation of Lee’s personality. From 
the chipper voice to the 90’s music references, he 
makes learning fun.
A huge part of Lee’s viral success comes from the reac-
tions of the YouTube community. People from all over the 
world ask questions and share their successes. At more 
than 63,000 subscribers and a whopping 9,250,000+ 
views, Lee is a viral sensation not only at Pacific’s School 
of Engineering and Computer Science but on YouTube 
too. He also posts some of those videos on a Facebook 
page he set up called Structure Free Learning. When 
asked if he has a name for his fans, Lee said “No I don’t 
but maybe I should!”
Having made YouTube videos since 2011, Lee’s channel 
has grown exponentially in popularity. So what’s next for 
Structure Free? Lee is currently working with fellow Pacif-
ic professor and colleague, Dr. Hector Estrada, to do a 
series on Earthquake Engineering that will be tailored for 
people studying for the PE (Principles and Practice of 
Engineering) exam. Lee and Estrada hope that they can 
bring the same kind of enthusiasm and energy to earth-
quake engineering and perhaps spinoff into even more 
civil engineering concepts. 
Dr. Lee’s Structure Free channel can be found at 
www.youtube.com/user/structurefree. 
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What happens when a vacation turns into an amazing 
volunteer opportunity? Dr. Elizabeth Basha originally 
planned to go on a simple vacation but plans changed 
and the trip turned into something quite different. During 
the 2015/2016 winter break from classes, Basha and 
students, Derek Eells ’19, Rachel Flores ’17, Guy Moore 
’20, and Danielle Ota ’17 from the School of Engineering 
and Computer Science traveled to Nicaragua for a 
week to do volunteer work, research for senior projects, 
and to become better engaged in real-world, global 
engineering. 
 
The group volunteered at Casa-Nica, an international 
non-governmental organization in Masaya, Nicaragua 
founded by former Peace Corps volunteer coordinator, 
Joshua Allsup, and British volunteer techno-traveler, Elliot 
Cooper. According to Casa-Nica, the organization works 
closely with the Nicaraguan people in projects involving 
“education, agriculture, sustainability, technology, and 
animal care.” During their time there, Basha and the 
students repaired laptops, designed and built picnic 
tables for an elementary school (the school’s first tables 
ever!), cleared out and leveled a backyard for handicap 
accessibility and to create the potential for a future 
garden, and surveyed the area so that students at Pacif-
ic can design an irrigation system as part of their civil 
engineering senior project. 
So why Nicaragua and why Casa-Nica? Location-wise, 
Central America is easy to get to and it does not require 
a large travel budget. Nicaragua is not only the largest 
country in Central America, but it is also the most 
economically impoverished. Casa-Nica has various 
opportunities available for volunteer work, especially for 
engineering disciplines. This is beneficial for the students 
who  apply their knowledge to the real world and also 
learn about other types of engineering at the same time. 
When asked about their experiences on this trip, the 
students particularly enjoyed applying what they learned 
in their classes to the real world because the needs in 
Nicaragua are different from the ones in the United 
States. They realized the importance of being culturally 
aware and learning about the values and customs of the 
host country. One of the most rewarding moments of the 
trip was when they were able to see how excited the 
elementary school children were about the new tables. 
Even though the Pacific team was only there for a week, 
this opportunity created lasting impacts and countless 
memorable moments.
The team wanted to continue making a positive impact 
even if they could no longer be in Nicaragua. They 
brought back to Pacific ideas and designs to work on, 
including developing a solar dehydrator for dry produce, 
solar cooker, and a water system. They also continued 
their one laptop per child project. The general idea is to 
work on the designs at Pacific, return to Nicaragua, build 
them, and put them into action, which is exactly what 
they did!
When it came time for round two, Basha took a similar 
group of students to Nicaragua during summer 2016, 
including Derek Eells ’19, Rachel Flores ’17, Guy Moore 
’20, and newcomer, Sarah Kuo ’17, an environmental 
science major. On this trip, they returned to the same 
school where they had volunteered before and built 
larger picnic tables for the adults, replaced the electrical 
systems, and continued the garden project in hopes of 
creating a water system. So far, Dr. Basha has taken 
students on three trips. They were rewarding experiences 
and she hopes to continue the tradition. 
Students: For more information about this volunteer 
opportunity, contact Dr. Basha at ebasha@pacific.edu.
 
Dr. Basha and students eager to help this local Nicaraguan 
community with some good old-fashioned manual labor.
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CYBER SCENE
I N V E S T I G A T I O N
In our connected world, cyber threats are an unfortunate 
reality.  However, these threats have opened new 
opportunities for those with the skill and motivation to 
stop them.
Written by: dina dell’aringa
We have all watched that scene from that movie.  You 
know, the adventure thriller where the hero has to 
outsmart the really smart, really tech-savvy bad guys.  
Sitting in dark rooms with just the light from their computer 
monitors for illumination, the bespectacled criminals 
have broken into the network of a financial institution 
and are threatening to sacrifice the U.S. economy unless 
their demands are met.  There is also the other scene 
from that other movie where the criminals, still sitting in 
the same dark room, are threatening to launch a nuclear 
war unless their leader is released from custody.  
While it is easy to think of cybercrime and cyber security 
as Matt Damon in a Hollywood blockbuster, the reality is 
much less entertaining.  If we have seen those types of 
movies, there is no doubt we have also seen the head-
lines.  The news is regularly filled with a new retailer, bank, 
or even a branch of government that was the victim of a 
cyber attack.  While they do not all result in theft of 
personal information, they all reveal the vulnerabilities of 
these institutions and the data – yours and mine – that 
they hold.
Most of us have an idea of what cyber crime is and what 
hackers - both those acting on their own and those 
employed by foreign governments - can do with the 
data that they access.  So, putting Hollywood visuals and 
casting aside, what is cyber security?  Simply put, cyber 
security is the umbrella term that applies to the various 
ways in which information systems are kept secure or 
even more broadly as keeping cyberspace safe (U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security).  This means that such 
components of an information system, such as the 
network, and all hardware and software connected to it, 
are not compromised to ensure the integrity of the 
information that it gathers and stores.  As one can imag-
ine, keeping all of the facets of a modern information 
system secure is no small feat.
So, what is the threat faced by cyber security experts?  
Hacker attacks, aimed at banks and companies to 
obtain customer account information, appear regularly 
in the news.  However, this is far from the only way that the 
threat to systems can manifest.  Devices that store and 
transmit data face the threat of being hacked and 
having their users’ data stolen.  This could range from 
information stored on your smart phone (browser history, 
text messages, voice memos, GPS location) or even 
tracking your heart health (if you wear a personal fitness 
monitor).  While it may seem like a television plot (and will 
sound especially familiar to fans of Homeland), there is 
also the potential that medical equipment, including 
implants such as pacemakers, could be vulnerable to 
attack, placing patients at risk.  The criminal purposes to 
which a data attack can be aimed span a very broad 
horizon.
The potential targets of a cyber attack go beyond the 
personal (banking accounts and personal devices) and 
have the potential to impact national and global 
infrastructure.  Power grids, water treatment plants, and 
even nuclear reactors are all examples of infrastructure 
that could be vulnerable to attack.  Hackers working for 
foreign governments have also surreptitiously accessed 
government and military networks.  Not all of these 
attacks have ended with stolen information and its 
disclosure.  The value for some of these attacks is for the 
hackers to see if they can get in and out of the targeted 
network without being detected.  This will allow them to 
size-up how robust the security protocols are and, in the 
event of an actual attack, take down a network or 
access information.
As described, ‘cyber crime’ is a very broad term.  So, how 
exactly do hackers perpetrate these attacks?  They use a 
variety of means to exploit weaknesses found; for exam-
ple, a network’s security authentication or by gaining the 
trust of unwitting users.
 
While the criminally-inclined can do great damage by 
gaining physical access to a network or to a piece of 
hardware, attacks often occur through backdoors.  This 
refers to the situation where one finds a way to go around 
the normal security authentication process.  The expres-
sion ‘keep your enemies close and your friends closer’ is 
applicable to the realm of cyber security because those 
with a nefarious purpose do not have to be from the 
‘outside.’  For example, an individual who rightly possess-
es a certain level of security authentication may covertly 
access higher security clearance than that to which they 
are entitled.  This is an example of privilege escalation.  
Though the argument can be made that subterfuge 
undergirds many of the ways by which criminals can 
commit cyber crime, perhaps the most obvious to fall 
under this heading are spoofing and means which utilize 
social engineering.  
Spoofing, a communication emanating from an 
unknown and dishonest source is made to appear as 
though it is from a known source, has made email read-
ing more treacherous.  Information, such as passwords or 
account information, can be gained because users 
believe that they are giving the information to a reliable 
source (for example, a retailer’s Help Desk).  Though 
clever spoofing attempts can fool users, many users are 
likely aware that the ‘To’ and ‘From’ lines of their email 
may be tampered.  What can be more difficult for the 
potential victims of an attack to guard against are 
attacks that fall under the category of social engineer-
ing.  Such attacks seek to gain passwords, account 
numbers, and credit card information directly from the 
owners, often through disguise or impersonation.  While 
spoofing might be considered an example of social 
engineering (or at least, a close cousin), the permuta-
tions of a social engineering attack can take on many 
forms depending on the information that is the object of 
the attack.
 
Cyber threats constantly change as technology chang-
es.  With this in mind, how can companies, governments, 
and individuals protect themselves from being victims of 
cyber crime?  Certainly, they can take standard precau-
tions – making sure that passwords are strong and 
changed regularly, maintaining strict adherence to secu-
rity protocols, among others.  However, a long-term 
answer to the problem will involve training more cyber 
security specialists.  The bad news is that there are 
currently too few people with the cyber security skills 
necessary to keep networks and data safe from attack.  
According to Burning Glass Technologies, there are multi-
ple indications that there are not enough cyber security 
specialists to meet the current need, let alone the need 
in the future.  One such indication is that job postings for 
cyber security positions have outpaced openings for IT 
positions, but take longer to fill. The good news is that 
people entering the field will likely experience a strong 
job market coupled with high pay.  The same report by 
Burning Glass on the state of the job market in cyber 
security found that cyber security specialists earned 
about 9% more than IT workers.
 
Universities, companies, and other institutions are trying to 
fill the skill gap by offering degrees and trainings in cyber 
security.  Cyber security is needed in all sectors, including 
sectors related to national defense.  However, because 
so many attacks focus on obtaining data, it should come 
as no surprise that industries that collect and store large 
quantities of data would be in special need of cyber 
security specialists.  This was the determination of Burning 
Glass’s study, which found that while the sectors with the 
highest demand for cyber security specialists were such 
sectors as finance and defense, the greatest increase in 
demand for cyber security specialists is in sectors that 
store large amounts of data such as finance, healthcare, 
and retail.
 
People entering the cyber security field will not only need 
to gain technical skills, but must also have knowledge 
pertinent to their particular sector.  Areas such as finance 
and healthcare have very technical regulatory systems 
that a cyber security specialist working in those sectors 
would need to understand.  This is because a cyber secu-
rity expert must understand the regulatory system – its 
scope, required information that must be stored, and 
additional details – to understand a company’s legal 
and ethical obligations.  This may also help a cyber secu-
rity team to better understand the most likely paths that a 
hacker would take to perpetrate an attack.  The addition 
of gaining skills and knowledge that are sector-specific 
may make the appeal of university programs that incor-
porate interdisciplinary approaches greater.  Because of 
the complexity of this field and the breadth of knowl-
edge required from various disciplines, it is more likely that 
the training and educating of new cyber security special-
ists will not be possible in short training courses, but will 
instead require the expertise found in a college or univer-
sity.
In an increasingly interconnected world, the need to 
make sure that information systems are secure becomes 
all the more important.  The threat that cyber crime 
poses spans the breadth of fraud and financial crimes 
and goes into other categories of criminal offenses not 
covered in this article (child exploitation, as an exam-
ple).  Unfortunately, there are not yet enough people 
with the technical know-how available to fight cyber 
crime.  Getting such would-be specialists up to speed 
will likely require more than an in-service or two, as 
many of the fields in which cyber specialists will work are 
heavily regulated and require familiarity with governing 
laws and regulations in addition to technical skills.  This 
has created an opportunity for universities to offer 
programs in cyber security to fill in the gap that currently 
exists between demand for cyber security specialists 
and supply of people with the necessary skills.  It is also 
an opportunity for students interested in this field.  
It is hard to imagine our world becoming less intercon-
nected.  Those entering this field will likely find that they 
will be in high demand, especially in fields that collect 
and store large amount of data.  Institutions in these 
fields no doubt know that they and the data that they 
possess will be prime targets for those who would 
access this data.  While those entering this field will 
need to learn both technical computer skills and the 
intricacies of the laws that govern particular sectors, 
such individuals will be in high demand to stop cyber 
crime.
The School of Engineering and Computer Science is in 
the final planning stages of a new Master of Science in 
Cybersecurity. Stay tuned for the official announce-
ment of this in demand program.
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We have all watched that scene from that movie.  You 
know, the adventure thriller where the hero has to 
outsmart the really smart, really tech-savvy bad guys.  
Sitting in dark rooms with just the light from their computer 
monitors for illumination, the bespectacled criminals 
have broken into the network of a financial institution 
and are threatening to sacrifice the U.S. economy unless 
their demands are met.  There is also the other scene 
from that other movie where the criminals, still sitting in 
the same dark room, are threatening to launch a nuclear 
war unless their leader is released from custody.  
While it is easy to think of cybercrime and cyber security 
as Matt Damon in a Hollywood blockbuster, the reality is 
much less entertaining.  If we have seen those types of 
movies, there is no doubt we have also seen the head-
lines.  The news is regularly filled with a new retailer, bank, 
or even a branch of government that was the victim of a 
cyber attack.  While they do not all result in theft of 
personal information, they all reveal the vulnerabilities of 
these institutions and the data – yours and mine – that 
they hold.
Most of us have an idea of what cyber crime is and what 
hackers - both those acting on their own and those 
employed by foreign governments - can do with the 
data that they access.  So, putting Hollywood visuals and 
casting aside, what is cyber security?  Simply put, cyber 
security is the umbrella term that applies to the various 
ways in which information systems are kept secure or 
even more broadly as keeping cyberspace safe (U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security).  This means that such 
components of an information system, such as the 
network, and all hardware and software connected to it, 
are not compromised to ensure the integrity of the 
information that it gathers and stores.  As one can imag-
ine, keeping all of the facets of a modern information 
system secure is no small feat.
So, what is the threat faced by cyber security experts?  
Hacker attacks, aimed at banks and companies to 
obtain customer account information, appear regularly 
in the news.  However, this is far from the only way that the 
threat to systems can manifest.  Devices that store and 
transmit data face the threat of being hacked and 
having their users’ data stolen.  This could range from 
information stored on your smart phone (browser history, 
text messages, voice memos, GPS location) or even 
tracking your heart health (if you wear a personal fitness 
monitor).  While it may seem like a television plot (and will 
sound especially familiar to fans of Homeland), there is 
also the potential that medical equipment, including 
implants such as pacemakers, could be vulnerable to 
attack, placing patients at risk.  The criminal purposes to 
which a data attack can be aimed span a very broad 
horizon.
The potential targets of a cyber attack go beyond the 
personal (banking accounts and personal devices) and 
have the potential to impact national and global 
infrastructure.  Power grids, water treatment plants, and 
even nuclear reactors are all examples of infrastructure 
that could be vulnerable to attack.  Hackers working for 
foreign governments have also surreptitiously accessed 
government and military networks.  Not all of these 
attacks have ended with stolen information and its 
disclosure.  The value for some of these attacks is for the 
hackers to see if they can get in and out of the targeted 
network without being detected.  This will allow them to 
size-up how robust the security protocols are and, in the 
event of an actual attack, take down a network or 
access information.
As described, ‘cyber crime’ is a very broad term.  So, how 
exactly do hackers perpetrate these attacks?  They use a 
variety of means to exploit weaknesses found; for exam-
ple, a network’s security authentication or by gaining the 
trust of unwitting users.
 
While the criminally-inclined can do great damage by 
gaining physical access to a network or to a piece of 
hardware, attacks often occur through backdoors.  This 
refers to the situation where one finds a way to go around 
the normal security authentication process.  The expres-
sion ‘keep your enemies close and your friends closer’ is 
applicable to the realm of cyber security because those 
with a nefarious purpose do not have to be from the 
‘outside.’  For example, an individual who rightly possess-
es a certain level of security authentication may covertly 
access higher security clearance than that to which they 
are entitled.  This is an example of privilege escalation.  
Though the argument can be made that subterfuge 
undergirds many of the ways by which criminals can 
commit cyber crime, perhaps the most obvious to fall 
under this heading are spoofing and means which utilize 
social engineering.  
Spoofing, a communication emanating from an 
unknown and dishonest source is made to appear as 
though it is from a known source, has made email read-
ing more treacherous.  Information, such as passwords or 
account information, can be gained because users 
believe that they are giving the information to a reliable 
source (for example, a retailer’s Help Desk).  Though 
clever spoofing attempts can fool users, many users are 
likely aware that the ‘To’ and ‘From’ lines of their email 
may be tampered.  What can be more difficult for the 
potential victims of an attack to guard against are 
attacks that fall under the category of social engineer-
ing.  Such attacks seek to gain passwords, account 
numbers, and credit card information directly from the 
owners, often through disguise or impersonation.  While 
spoofing might be considered an example of social 
engineering (or at least, a close cousin), the permuta-
tions of a social engineering attack can take on many 
forms depending on the information that is the object of 
the attack.
 
Cyber threats constantly change as technology chang-
es.  With this in mind, how can companies, governments, 
and individuals protect themselves from being victims of 
cyber crime?  Certainly, they can take standard precau-
tions – making sure that passwords are strong and 
changed regularly, maintaining strict adherence to secu-
rity protocols, among others.  However, a long-term 
answer to the problem will involve training more cyber 
security specialists.  The bad news is that there are 
currently too few people with the cyber security skills 
necessary to keep networks and data safe from attack.  
According to Burning Glass Technologies, there are multi-
ple indications that there are not enough cyber security 
specialists to meet the current need, let alone the need 
in the future.  One such indication is that job postings for 
cyber security positions have outpaced openings for IT 
positions, but take longer to fill. The good news is that 
people entering the field will likely experience a strong 
job market coupled with high pay.  The same report by 
Burning Glass on the state of the job market in cyber 
security found that cyber security specialists earned 
about 9% more than IT workers.
 
Universities, companies, and other institutions are trying to 
fill the skill gap by offering degrees and trainings in cyber 
security.  Cyber security is needed in all sectors, including 
sectors related to national defense.  However, because 
so many attacks focus on obtaining data, it should come 
as no surprise that industries that collect and store large 
quantities of data would be in special need of cyber 
security specialists.  This was the determination of Burning 
Glass’s study, which found that while the sectors with the 
highest demand for cyber security specialists were such 
sectors as finance and defense, the greatest increase in 
demand for cyber security specialists is in sectors that 
store large amounts of data such as finance, healthcare, 
and retail.
 
People entering the cyber security field will not only need 
to gain technical skills, but must also have knowledge 
pertinent to their particular sector.  Areas such as finance 
and healthcare have very technical regulatory systems 
that a cyber security specialist working in those sectors 
would need to understand.  This is because a cyber secu-
rity expert must understand the regulatory system – its 
scope, required information that must be stored, and 
additional details – to understand a company’s legal 
and ethical obligations.  This may also help a cyber secu-
rity team to better understand the most likely paths that a 
hacker would take to perpetrate an attack.  The addition 
of gaining skills and knowledge that are sector-specific 
may make the appeal of university programs that incor-
porate interdisciplinary approaches greater.  Because of 
the complexity of this field and the breadth of knowl-
edge required from various disciplines, it is more likely that 
the training and educating of new cyber security special-
ists will not be possible in short training courses, but will 
instead require the expertise found in a college or univer-
sity.
In an increasingly interconnected world, the need to 
make sure that information systems are secure becomes 
all the more important.  The threat that cyber crime 
poses spans the breadth of fraud and financial crimes 
and goes into other categories of criminal offenses not 
covered in this article (child exploitation, as an exam-
ple).  Unfortunately, there are not yet enough people 
with the technical know-how available to fight cyber 
crime.  Getting such would-be specialists up to speed 
will likely require more than an in-service or two, as 
many of the fields in which cyber specialists will work are 
heavily regulated and require familiarity with governing 
laws and regulations in addition to technical skills.  This 
has created an opportunity for universities to offer 
programs in cyber security to fill in the gap that currently 
exists between demand for cyber security specialists 
and supply of people with the necessary skills.  It is also 
an opportunity for students interested in this field.  
It is hard to imagine our world becoming less intercon-
nected.  Those entering this field will likely find that they 
will be in high demand, especially in fields that collect 
and store large amount of data.  Institutions in these 
fields no doubt know that they and the data that they 
possess will be prime targets for those who would 
access this data.  While those entering this field will 
need to learn both technical computer skills and the 
intricacies of the laws that govern particular sectors, 
such individuals will be in high demand to stop cyber 
crime.
The School of Engineering and Computer Science is in 
the final planning stages of a new Master of Science in 
Cybersecurity. Stay tuned for the official announce-
ment of this in demand program.
We have all watched that scene from that movie.  You 
know, the adventure thriller where the hero has to 
outsmart the really smart, really tech-savvy bad guys.  
Sitting in dark rooms with just the light from their computer 
monitors for illumination, the bespectacled criminals 
have broken into the network of a financial institution 
and are threatening to sacrifice the U.S. economy unless 
their demands are met.  There is also the other scene 
from that other movie where the criminals, still sitting in 
the same dark room, are threatening to launch a nuclear 
war unless their leader is released from custody.  
While it is easy to think of cybercrime and cyber security 
as Matt Damon in a Hollywood blockbuster, the reality is 
much less entertaining.  If we have seen those types of 
movies, there is no doubt we have also seen the head-
lines.  The news is regularly filled with a new retailer, bank, 
or even a branch of government that was the victim of a 
cyber attack.  While they do not all result in theft of 
personal information, they all reveal the vulnerabilities of 
these institutions and the data – yours and mine – that 
they hold.
Most of us have an idea of what cyber crime is and what 
hackers - both those acting on their own and those 
employed by foreign governments - can do with the 
data that they access.  So, putting Hollywood visuals and 
casting aside, what is cyber security?  Simply put, cyber 
security is the umbrella term that applies to the various 
ways in which information systems are kept secure or 
even more broadly as keeping cyberspace safe (U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security).  This means that such 
components of an information system, such as the 
network, and all hardware and software connected to it, 
are not compromised to ensure the integrity of the 
information that it gathers and stores.  As one can imag-
ine, keeping all of the facets of a modern information 
system secure is no small feat.
So, what is the threat faced by cyber security experts?  
Hacker attacks, aimed at banks and companies to 
obtain customer account information, appear regularly 
in the news.  However, this is far from the only way that the 
threat to systems can manifest.  Devices that store and 
transmit data face the threat of being hacked and 
having their users’ data stolen.  This could range from 
information stored on your smart phone (browser history, 
text messages, voice memos, GPS location) or even 
tracking your heart health (if you wear a personal fitness 
monitor).  While it may seem like a television plot (and will 
sound especially familiar to fans of Homeland), there is 
also the potential that medical equipment, including 
implants such as pacemakers, could be vulnerable to 
attack, placing patients at risk.  The criminal purposes to 
which a data attack can be aimed span a very broad 
horizon.
The potential targets of a cyber attack go beyond the 
personal (banking accounts and personal devices) and 
have the potential to impact national and global 
infrastructure.  Power grids, water treatment plants, and 
even nuclear reactors are all examples of infrastructure 
that could be vulnerable to attack.  Hackers working for 
foreign governments have also surreptitiously accessed 
government and military networks.  Not all of these 
attacks have ended with stolen information and its 
disclosure.  The value for some of these attacks is for the 
hackers to see if they can get in and out of the targeted 
network without being detected.  This will allow them to 
size-up how robust the security protocols are and, in the 
event of an actual attack, take down a network or 
access information.
As described, ‘cyber crime’ is a very broad term.  So, how 
exactly do hackers perpetrate these attacks?  They use a 
variety of means to exploit weaknesses found; for exam-
ple, a network’s security authentication or by gaining the 
trust of unwitting users.
 
While the criminally-inclined can do great damage by 
gaining physical access to a network or to a piece of 
hardware, attacks often occur through backdoors.  This 
refers to the situation where one finds a way to go around 
the normal security authentication process.  The expres-
sion ‘keep your enemies close and your friends closer’ is 
applicable to the realm of cyber security because those 
with a nefarious purpose do not have to be from the 
‘outside.’  For example, an individual who rightly possess-
es a certain level of security authentication may covertly 
access higher security clearance than that to which they 
are entitled.  This is an example of privilege escalation.  
Though the argument can be made that subterfuge 
undergirds many of the ways by which criminals can 
commit cyber crime, perhaps the most obvious to fall 
under this heading are spoofing and means which utilize 
social engineering.  
Spoofing, a communication emanating from an 
unknown and dishonest source is made to appear as 
though it is from a known source, has made email read-
ing more treacherous.  Information, such as passwords or 
account information, can be gained because users 
believe that they are giving the information to a reliable 
source (for example, a retailer’s Help Desk).  Though 
clever spoofing attempts can fool users, many users are 
likely aware that the ‘To’ and ‘From’ lines of their email 
may be tampered.  What can be more difficult for the 
potential victims of an attack to guard against are 
attacks that fall under the category of social engineer-
ing.  Such attacks seek to gain passwords, account 
numbers, and credit card information directly from the 
owners, often through disguise or impersonation.  While 
spoofing might be considered an example of social 
engineering (or at least, a close cousin), the permuta-
tions of a social engineering attack can take on many 
forms depending on the information that is the object of 
the attack.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE MS IN ANALYTICS PROGRAM, VISIT:
pacific.edu/analytics
The program is offered at Pacific’s San Francisco and Sacramento 
campuses. Pacific’s hybrid MS in Analytics brings real-world issues and 
technical skills together. Built for working professionals, the MS in Analytics 
provides students with the hands-on know-how and the industry connections 
to be game changers across multiple industries.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ANALYTICS
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The School of Engineering and Computer Science’s 
Bioengineering Program is thrilled to begin undertaking 
exciting and unconventional research related to tissue. 
With the recent acquisition of some research-enhancing 
new equipment, including a benchtop magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) tomography scanner, we can 
begin developing dynamic cross-disciplinary research 
that will enhance our understanding of human and 
animal tissues. 
Magnetic resonance imaging is a sophisticated, yet 
non-destructive, imaging technique used primarily in 
medical settings to produce high quality images of the 
inside of the human body. MRI is based on the principles 
of nuclear magnetic resonance, a spectroscopic tech-
nique used by scientists to obtain chemical and physical 
information about molecules in a microscopic scale. 
Common MRI machines can have a wide range of appli-
cations in medicine and there are estimated to be over 
25,000 clinical MRI scanners (primary 1.5 Tesla units) in use 
worldwide. Contemporary MRI systems in higher educa-
tion institutions are typically large, complex, and expen-
sive pieces of equipment that often use superconducting 
magnets that require isolated storage and a constant 
refill of helium and nitrogen. Training students on such 
instruments requires near-constant supervision and large 
amounts of precious instrument time. Additionally, due to 
the strong magnetic field and associated safety issues, it 
is often troublesome introducing MRI technologies to 
other disciplines. The benchtop MRI acquired from Mag-
ritek resolved these issues but still allows for outstanding 
research opportunities. 
The Magritek MRI system has a field strength of 0.5 Tesla 
with a five-cm radio-frequency solenoid coil with triple 
axis gradients allowing isotropic resolution up to 300 µm 
with chemical resolution < 1 ppm. The Halbach design of 
the Magritek MRI provides low stray field which makes it 
suitable to be housed in an ordinary laboratory without 
additional magnetic shielding. The newly acquired MRI 
tomography system was delivered in March 2016 and 
was installed in the Bioengineering laboratory located in 
the Chambers Technology Center the following month. 
 
The foremost utilization of the MR tomography system is in 
undergraduate education. It provides an easy-to-use, 
low operational and maintenance cost learning platform 
for new biomedical engineers and scientists. For the first 
time, our students can safely operate a MRI scanner and 
further their understanding of the theoretical concepts 
discussed in the classroom. The MRI machine will initially 
be used in BENG 104, Biomedical Imaging; BENG 5, 
Introduction to Bioengineering; and BENG 195, Senior 
Design. 
In addition to Bioengineering, other disciplines within 
SOECS are expected to benefit from the MRI tomogra-
phy including Computer Science (data processing and 
analysis), Electrical and Computer Engineering (biomedi-
cal devices), and Engineering Physics (electromagnetic 
radiation).  Beyond SOECS, Biological Sciences and 
Physics in College of the Pacific may also find the instru-
ment useful for potential interdisciplinary projects and 
collaborations.
The new MRI system also brings exciting research oppor-
tunities for both students and faculty members. Under-
graduate research ideas that are directly utilizing the MRI 
scanner include investigating various biological materials 
and managing MR image data using different imaging 
processing techniques. The MRI will also help expand 
interdisciplinary collaborations. One example is the imag-
ing applications on tissue engineering (TE). By combining 
cells with biodegradable scaffolds, TE aims to generate 
artificial tissues needed in the emerging field of regenera-
tive medicine (RM). Typical TE practices include seeding 
stem cells in a biological matrix for the regrowth of tissue 
damaged by burn injuries, surgical resections, and bone 
and cartilage loss due to trauma or degenerative diseas-
es. The long-term goals of TE and RM are to restore 
normal tissue function, improve the efficacy of treat-
ment, and reduce medical costs. Essential for this prog-
ress is the development of high resolution (submillimeter), 
non-invasive imaging technologies that can be safely 
applied, as needed, to monitor new tissue growth and 
organ regeneration. MRI exhibits contrast that reflects 
both structural and compositional changes in regenerat-
ing tissue. These changes provide immediate quantita-
tive information on the cellular, extracellular, and tissue 
integrity of developing tissue, thus ensuring the safety 
and effectiveness of treatment.
Pacific’s School of Engineering and Computer Science is 
extremely excited about the research and educational 
experiences that will arise with the new MRI machine. We 
anticipate students and faculty alike taking advantage 
of the new equipment and look forward to the excep-
tional research that they will take part in. 
For more information on our Bioengineering Program, 
please contact Dr. Shelly Gulati (sgulati@pacific.edu or 
209.946.3178). If you are interested in a tour of the MRI 
machine or any of our labs, please call Assistant Dean 
Tom Sasser (tsasser@pacific.edu or 209.946.2643). 
“For the first time, our students can safely operate a MRI 
scanner and further their understanding of  the theoretical 
concepts discussed in the classroom.” 
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The School of Engineering and Computer Science (SOECS) is positioned to 
realize momentous accomplishments in the next five years. The quality of our 
programs, legacy of our faculty, accomplishments of our alumni, and the 
commitment of our leadership in partnership with you is securing a future for 
SOECS that will make us all proud. The vision for our future is bold, and the 
progress we have made is compelling. With our focus firmly set on engineer-
ing and computer science innovative engagement with data and entrepre-
neurship, student experiences, diversity, and health, a University of the Pacific 
education will place our graduates at the leading edge of delivering 
solutions for the world’s most complex challenges. 
“It’s an exciting time to be in the School of Engineering and 
Computer Science at Pacific.  Our three spokes of Co-operative 
education, small classes, and an engaged, teaching-focused 
faculty combine for one of the most idealistic educational 
platforms in the country.  Coupling our distinctive strengths with 
a burgeoning menu of new specializations such as Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging, Analytics, and now Cybersecurity 
becoming available in our curriculum, our students will be 
graduating with more and more truly distinctive talents and skill 
sets.” 
- Gary Martin, Assistant Dean
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This year, we have realized great strides in our efforts to ensure that finances do not become insurmountable 
barriers for our students. Together, we have secured approximately $550,000 in new commitments and gifts. In 
addition, our realized gift cash flow is up 64%, totaling nearly $900,000. These funds have enabled us to recruit 
highly qualified students, award more than 40 scholarships, ensure formative CO-OP experiences, facilitate 
intercollegiate design competitions for our upperclassmen, and maintain the space and equipment 
necessary to ensure the best possible educational experience for our students.
The School of Engineering and Computer Science is committed to fostering enduring partnerships with our 
alumni and friends. We are intently focused on developing and strengthening linkages between our partners 
and the students that benefit from their investments. This linkage to impact has been a fulfilling reality for 
many of our partners and has sustained their commitment for decades. In the past five years, our 
collaboration has facilitated a 33% growth in the School of Engineering and Computer Science endowment. 
This is a fantastic accomplishment! The SOECS team is dedicated to doing more to enhance the experience 
of our partners. We are working tirelessly to ensure that you experience the reality of changed lives that we 
get to see every day. On behalf or our faculty, staff, and students, thank you for your investment.
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OVER   PASt   4   YEARS   (fy13  -  fy16)
$50,000 +
John and Sallie Chaney: Renaissance 
Charitable Foundation
Mr. Daniel E. Kass










Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Lowry
MDU Resources Foundation
Valimet, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Pete Wallace
$1,000 - 4,999
American Society of Civil Engineers
Anonymous
ASCO Power Technologies
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas E. Bennett
Mr. Ralph Brooks
Marc Goto Vineyards
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence A. Hill
Dr. and Mrs. Derrell J. Lipman
Magnus Pacific Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. McMaster
Dr. and Mrs. James R. Morgali
PG&E Corporate Foundation
Society of Women Engineers
Mrs. Meagan Pulley Wilson
Mr. William S. Zurbrick
$1 - $999
ACEC - CA Sierra Chapter
Mr. Chirag P. Amin
Dr. Elisa and Mr. Corey Anders
Anonymous
Ms. Deedee Antypas and Mr. Rich Ibarra
Mr. Gary E. Ashikawa
Mr. Andrew P. H. Au
Ms. Elizabeth O. Avelar
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Baldwin
Mr. Michael W. L. Baron
Mr. Michael J. Basha and Ms. Miranda M. T. 
Tang
Judge Steven and Mrs. Julie Basha
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Blackburn: 
Blackburn Consulting
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas F. Bonsignore
Mrs. Deborah F. Burdick
Mr. Alfredo Bustos Torres
Mr. Alejandro Cabrera
California HealthCare Foundation
Mrs. Lori A. Carroll
Mr. Steven C. Castleberry
Mrs. Zelia M. Cebreros
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian J. Clarke
Mrs. Joan E. Clarke
Condor Earth Technologies, Inc.
Mr. Terry S. Connacher
Ms. Wendy K. Cornwall
Crawford & Associates, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Crouch
Mr. Michael K. Damsgaard
Ms. Delia de Jesus Davila
Mr. Alan P. DeLagoon
Mrs. Francesca Muzio DeMello
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos F. Echeverria
Steve and Kathy Essoyan: Knife River 
Construction
Mr. Eric W. Eubanks
Mr. Carlos M. Figueroa
Mr. Gordon H. M. Fong
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Gallup
General Electric Foundation
Mr. Francisco J. Gonzalez
Mr. and Mrs. Russell C. Greenlaw
Mr. Patrick A. Hall
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hamernik
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher A. Hansen
HDR Engineering, Inc.
Ms. Tania B. Hermis
Dr. Jonathan H. Hill and Mrs. Ana Maria 
Gutierrez-Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Hunefeld
Mr. Stephen T. Ito
Jacobs Associates
Dean Janssen and Kathleen Lagorio 
Janssen
JK Group for LLNL Home Campaign
Ms. Jennifer N. Johnson
Kane Geotech, Inc.
Mr. Joshua B. Kaup
Mr. and Mrs. Steven W. Keck
Mr. Charles F. Kelley
Mr. Edward B. Kim
Ms. Karissa V. Kiriu
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Kjeldsen: Kjeldsen, 
Sinnock & Neudeck, Inc.
Mr. David H. Klinker
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Lau
Mr. Douglas C. Lawrence
Ms. Monique Lebedew
Ms. Winnie Tsoi and Mr. Frank Lee
Miss Elaine I. Mar
Ms. Debra A. McCaffrey
Mrs. Rena Nahhas Meier
Mr. and Mrs. Scott M. Merry
Mr. Brandon D. Mettler
Mr. Noe R. Meza
Mr. Martin E. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew K. Moore
Ms. Natalie K. Muradian
Mr and Mrs. Steven M. Nariyoshi
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Neudeck: Kjeldsen, 
Sinnock and Neudeck, Inc.
Mr. Luke H. Nguyen
Mr. Michael Anthony Nickel
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Nilsen
Ms. Micaela M. Nino
Mr. and Mrs. Brian A. Oatman
Mr. and Mrs. Sean R. O'Reilly
Ms. Helen L. Peiker
Mr. Enrique Ponce
Mrs. Paula Wolfe Pritchard
Mr. and Mrs. Steven S. Prudhel
Ms. Anh Tu Quach
Mr. and Mrs. Gus A. Quiroz
Mr. Guillermo W. Quiroz
Mr. Eduardo N. Ramos
Ms. Grace S. Ramos
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Rash
Mr. H. Jamison Rease
Mr. Izham S. Reger
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Reyes: Knife River 
Construction
Mr. Richard C. Ruhlen
Mr. and Mrs. Dean M. Sakakihara
Salesforce Foundation
Prof. Camilla M. Saviz
Ms. Sheryl A. Scarborough
Dr. and Mrs. Said Shakerin
Siegfried Engineering, Inc.
Mr. Michael Silva: M & D Enterprises Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Snider
Ms. Janet Y. Spears and Ms. Rae Marie 
Laguna
Mr. James D. Spence
Mrs. Nancy Hane Spiekerman
Ms. Margaret K. Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Story
Mr. Michael J. Sullivan
Mr. Daniel F. Sullivan
Mr. Steven D. Swain
T4
Mr. Eugene A. Taskovich
Drs. Robyn and Jeffrey Tepper
Ms. Ingrid A. Verastegui
Mrs. Laurie Ferreira Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Weisberg
West Yost Associates
Mr. Warren P. Whitman
Mr. Jeremy James Wood
Mrs. Lori A. Wraith
Mr. Jonathan K. Wummer







We strive to recognize all of our generous 
benefactors. If, for some reason your 
name does not appear on the list or 
there is a mistake, please let us know so 









“I have always wanted to be an engineer 
ever since I was younger.”
-HANNAH BETTENCOURT ’16
www.pacific.edu/eng
GIVE TODAY
